
Optimism
Optimism is the training of your mind to look at life in a possibilities-oriented way.

Let me explain.

Most of us look at life in either a positive or a negative outlook. Much as a photographer
uses filters to adjust the color balance of a scene, we color our life through the same sort
of filters, based on our prejudices, and the way we have viewed our experiences in life.
The experiences themselves are often neither positive nor negative. It's merely the way
we view them that counts.

If you're at heart a pessimist, or if you call yourself a "realist," this is likely to go against
the way you've always viewed life. You've likely viewed yourself as a pawn in life's
eternal struggle. You've viewed the circumstances of life as limiting or unfair. You've
likely thought that you would be able to succeed, if only someone would give you that
"certain break" that you've been waiting for.

Optimists, however, look at life as a set of possibilities. An experience may be a
temporary setback, but with an emphasis on the word "temporary." They expect to
succeed. They might not always succeed at what they try, but they know that with enough
work, enough faith, and enough time, success will come their way.

In both these cases, the events themselves are not the determining factor. The thing that
matters is how we view the events in our lives.

Look at your own life. Haven't there been things that have happened to you in your life
that you originally thought were setbacks, and yet became major benefits, when all was
said and done?

A firing from a job that holds you back can be something that helps you to find what you
want to do. A divorce can lead to a better marriage. A stop light at one intersection can
mean you don't get involved in a traffic accident.

We need to look at life more optimistically. Optimists contribute much to the world.
Pessimists contribute nothing to the world. They only detract from it.

So are you going to contribute? Be optimistic. Even if things get worse, you might as
well enjoy the trip.
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